PASSIVE VOICE
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ACTIVE: WE HAVE SENT HIM NOTHING SO FAR

SUBJECT + Unsur Verbal + OBJECT₁ ± OBJECT₂ ± ADJUNCT

Bentuk + INTI

SUBJECT + BE + P. PART ± OBJECT₂ ± AGENT ± ADJUNCT

PASSIVE: HE HAS BEEN SENT NOTHING BY US SO FAR
The Students ARE TESTED by him regularly
This Book WAS WRITTEN by her In 1980
They WILL BE INTERVIEWED by him tomorrow
She WOULD BE INVITED by them then
You ARE GOING TO BE SENT by Dina abroad
We ARE BEING TOUGHT English now
They WERE BEING EXAMINED by him then
He HAS BEEN HIT by a car
It COULD BE FINISHED on time
1. English .... spoken all over the world.
2. These islands .... situated north of your country.
3. One of those bridges .... built only last year.
4. Most of the people .... sent to the hospital then.
5. The poor child will .... taken care of by her.
6. The man said that he would .... helped by his neighbour.
7. Everything has .... overcome by them.
8. The players are .... trained by the chief coach at the moment.
9. All of the books had .... read by her before she lent them to me.
10. The roof was .... repaired when it suddenly collapsed.
11. Nobody else has .... told about this.
12. None of his money .... spent on books then.
13. The mail .... delivered twice a day.
14. Both of us .... punished by our teacher y’day.
15. He’d better .... reminded of his promise.
16. I’d rather he .... assisted by a better assistant.
17. I’d rather .... given more exercises.
18. It’s high time she .... Informed about all this.
19. I wish she .... educated there too.
1. Somebody is going to be (post) there.
2. Few of them will be (choose) by him.
3. The money has been (steal) by someone.
4. The files are neatly (keep) by my secretary.
5. The other one is being (read) by my cousin.
6. It has been (write) by a famous author.
7. The magazines were (bring) here by my nephew.
8. The injured people will be (take) to the hospital right away.
9. Their house has just been (sell).
10. The key was (find) by one of her students.
11. The blue car will be (buy) by her father.
12. The dictionary was (lay) there by his brother.
13. The panther has often been (see) by some of the villagers.
14. This rumour has not been (hear) by them yet.
15. The car is frequently (drive) by one of his sons.
16. These people were (lead) by a very wise leader.
17. The milk was (drink) by his brother.
18. The wild bear was going to be (shoot) when it attacked him.
19. His right leg was (break) in the accident.
20. This matter will be (deal with) by the committee.
III. Supply the correct PASSIVE VOICE forms of the verbs in parentheses to complete the following sentences

1. The young parent (visit) by his relatives and friends every day.
2. He (take) to the hospital about two weeks ago.
3. The poor young man (injure) badly then.
4. His motor-cycle (hit) by a car when he was going home from school.
5. The young man (throw) off his motor-cycle then.
6. The accident (see) by quite a few people.
7. The boy (help) immediately by some of the people.
8. An ambulance (send for) without delay.
9. He (put) into the ambulance as soon as it arrived.
10. The ambulance (drive) quickly but carefully to the hospital.
10. The ambulance (drive) quickly but carefully to the hospital.
11. The examination will (hold) next week.
12. The students are going (give) several tests by their teachers.
13. The students’ mastery of each subject (measure) by the tests.
14. Each test (compose) of a certain number of items.
15. The tests have (prepare) carefully by the teachers.
16. The students’ attention (concentrate) on the examination now.
17. Careful preparations (make) by all of the students at the moment.
18. Their time (spend) on nothing else but their study.
19. Good results (expect) by everybody.
20. Examinations always (consider) very important by students
IV. Express the following ACTIVE VOICE sentences in their corresponding PASSIVE forms

1. She sits on that beautiful chair
2. The teacher is using LCD viewer to support his learning process.
3. We use the car at that trip.
4. People write many scientific books in English.
5. Someone will obtain a lot of useful information from books.
6. I have learned English for a long time.
7. Some people here had mastered this foreign language fairly well.
8. We learned Indonesian very rapidly in the past.
9. We could master the language within a short time.
10. We can express our ideas very easily in Indonesian.
11. The mechanic has been fixing that car for 3 hours.
12. I often forget the rules of English.
13. When I decided to leave, I had waited for you for 2 hours that time.
14. We are practising the passive voice rules at the moment.
1. Kita akan selalu dipersatukan sebagai satu bangsa, yakni bangsa Indonesia.
2. Kita masih dijajah oleh orang-orang Belanda kala itu.
3. Banyak diantara para pemimpin muda tersebut dipenjarakan
4. Orang-orang Belanda tersebut kemudian diserang oleh bangsa Jepang.
5. Mereka dikalahkan oleh para penyebu tersebut.
6. Para penguasa Belanda tersebut diusir dari kepulauan ini.
VI. Give TRUE and COMPLETE FORM ANSWERS to the following question using the PASSIVE VOICE construction

1. How long ago were you born?
2. Were you taken good care of by your parents?
3. Were you sent to the kinder-garden?
4. When were you sent to the elementary scholl?
5. When was your elementary education finished?
6. What languages were you taught at the elementary school?
7. What language is ordinarily used by your playmates?
8. What foreign language is learned by Junior Highschool students?
9. How many hours a week are the Junior Highschool students taught English?
10. Are the highschool students given a lot of English homework?
11. Is English adequately mastered by the most of our highschool graduates?
12. Are many books on science and technology written in English?
13. Are a lot of practices needed in learning a foreign language?